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I have always used doodling and shading as a form of stress-relief. With so many adult coloring
books available now it can be a bit overwhelming â€“ and hard on your purse. I recently discovered
Color Zen by Vanessa Lee. The floral patterns are beautiful and the pages are not too â€œbusyâ€•
â€“ some books can be overwhelming instead of peaceful. I truly love this book and will be giving the
gift of Color Zen to several people in my life Christmas.

Eh. I have quite a collection of coloring books. I've been purchasing them on and off for a couple of
years. I have problems with my hands due to MS and have found coloring to be a great physical
therapy aid. I buy the majority online as it's hard for me to leave the house. If I would have known
how these pages looked prior to buying, I wouldn't have. I'll be adding pics so buyers know what

they're getting. This book has 20 one sided pages to color. Most look like I drew them myself...that's
not good. A couple of decent pics. Disappointed, but I'm learning in the adult coloring book world,
you get what you pay for.

Good book, but could use improvement.These designs are cute and fun the designs change
throughout the pages making this book unique and not repetitive.* single sided* 60 lb paper you can
use markers and gel pens just put paper behind to prevent bleed.* cute and unique designsPossible
improvements* better line art* darker more crisp lines.* a small border border around the designs for
a more professional look.* larger designs for easy coloringThe designs in this book are small. You
may want to use super sharp pencils or pens to color. The designs font take up the whole page
which is nice. But also there is a lot of background space too

I was very disappointed in this coloring book when I recieved it really wish had a quick look option
so you had an idea what you were getting very simple doodles it felt like a child book

I am a nursing school student, and as my classes get more difficult and I start to feel stressed, I like
to have an outlet to ensure that I can relax and have a little fun. The difference between this type of
coloring book, and one you may buy for a child, is that this allows for the creative whims of an adult.
It is a lot of fun to relax and color and not think about everything that vexes me. Really truly, I think
any adult can benefit from a zen coloring book. The patterns are a lot of fun and you get to create
something beautiful!I received this product at a promotional discount for the exchange of an honest
and unbiased review. The views expressed are my own.

I loved to color when I was a kid, and I still do. The Zen Adult Coloring books are very intricate, but
are relaxing. I like to use map colors because you can erase if you color out of the line. There are
many different designs. They are called adult because children usually prefer animals or people.
Some of the pictures I've colored are so pretty that I took a photo and put them on my smartphone
wallpaper. This is the second book I purchased from Vanessa Lee. I like this one even more!

Ok so this was not what I was expecting. It's really cute but I just didn't understand the concept
when I ordered it. This book is something you could color in very short time allotments, while you
were on the phone, etc. It's like a page of doddles that you start coloring. No stressing about what
colors you should use, just grab your favorite and fill in a butterfly. Pretty funny, pretty clever as I

assume the artist intended this. Make sure your colors are sharpened to a pin-like finish because
there are many tiny thin areas to fill. Unfortunately this just wasn't what I was looking for as I like to
plan a color palette, and have a real challenge when I start a pic.Cons: cheap, course paper; the ink
actually smears!

most adult coloring books are so intricate that they actually stress me out (I'm looking for a calming
activity). I like this one because it's more detailed than a child's coloring book, but not so difficult that
I would be unable to relax at all trying to fill it all in. Works well for me.
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